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Human touch is socially regulated
because of its significance as praxis
for meaning making in culture. This
regulation materializes in many ways,
much of which occurs within and through
discourse. In other words, the way that
we talk about touch shapes the way
individuals come to understand what will
count as “good” and “bad” touch. Thus,
this cultural focus on the nature of touch
between individuals frequently emerges in
discourse as a consideration of touch in
terms of its relation to social roles. Our
discussion of touch seems to concretize in
conversation about “appropriate touch” by
whom, when, and where. This discourse is
highlighted in news-making events about
what happens with touch in public schools.
For instance, when teachers are touching
students may be involved in touch
discourse. Many students have highlighted
(and as this paper specifically focuses) how
students touch other students as well. One
place where this type of touch is explicitly
discussed, and therefore, “normalized” is
in the student handbooks and codes of
conduct for public high schools.
These school documents offer a unique
place of study because of the groups of
people they involve. Public high schools
are state institutions; therefore, the state’s
citizens have interest in the policies that
are established insofar as they necessarily
affect a portion of their lives. Far more
important is that these documents involve
the regulation of behavior for minors
through a public institution.
Although high school student
handbooks and codes of conduct appear
humdrum and innocuous, they play a large
part in the broad discourse about touch in
America. They may be the most important
documents in the controversial discourse
about student-to-student touching. The
current project utilizes textual analysis
to critically examine school policies and
individual rules from traditional public
high schools in the state of Michigan. I
investigate the rules in these documents
with a focus on touch. This concept is

subdivided into categories such as sexuality,
violence, romance, friendship, and benign
touch. I argue that these discipline codes
are meaning-shaping texts that aim to
transform student conceptions of touch
into those prescribed by the school’s
administration. In regard to touch, many
of these conceptions have the capacity to
negatively affect students’ physical comfort
as well as their psychological well-being;
furthermore, these conceptions may
serve to hinder students’ capacities for
communicating and meaning-making.
Literature Review
News broadcasts and magazine
articles have sparked major public debate
regarding student-to-student touching in
public high schools. Although the tighter
regulation of school policies regarding
physical contact began to emerge in the
1980s, the majority of public attention has
grown in the past decade. This is likely due
to the growing media exposure to violence
(i.e., physical, verbal) and the explosion
of touch regulation within public schools.
Occurrences of these stricter regulations
became extremely frequent after a 1999
Supreme Court decision that indicated
schools as a liable party for damages in
peer-to-peer sexual harassment situations
(Thomas, 2007). Many schools may have
implemented new policies so that they
would not be responsible since the schools
strictly forbade any type of physical
contact between pupils. Administrators
justified these restrictions on touch for
issues of hallway traffic, violence, and the
role of the educational institution, often
uttering, “School is a place for learning not
… ” These new regulations often meant
students could no longer hug, high-five, or
even shake hands. In some instances, often
highlighted by local and national news
media (Celizic, 2007; Gray, 2007; and
Sher, 2011) students have been suspended
for embracing friends in school. In May
2012, the Tennessee state government
passed a statewide bill that disallows any
talk about “gateway sexual behavior”
in classrooms (Taylor, 2012). This event
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stirred an enormous amount of debate
and the entire conversation about touch,
children, and schools was featured on the
news satire program The Colbert Report.

confirmed that they believe high school to
be a preparatory ground and small-scale
model of what the “real world” is like
(Raby, 2005).

The issue of student-to-student touch
is significant because it enters the realm of
the public high school. The location of the
public school is particularly unique for two
reasons. First, it is a public institution and
therefore meant to be used for the public
good. Second, it deals with the subjects
of children/adolescents. Because of the
sensitive nature of ethical issues dealing
with children and the overarching nature of
public institutions, the conversation about
student-to-student touch will prevail in its
relevance. While the argument continues
in the public sphere, the conversation fails
to address the how these policies may affect
students’ perceptions and actions outside
of high school.

Raby has shown that public high
schools aim to create citizens and promote
self-discipline through the use of both
prohibitive (preventing a certain behavior)
and proscriptive (promoting a certain
behavior) measures (Raby, 2012). In this,
the high school handbook sets up the
students to belong to a culture and function
within its norms. Additionally, students
have been shown to adopt the discourses
of their school’s administration when
speaking about rules (Raby, 2012; Raby
& Domitrek, 2007). Raby has shown that
even if students disagree with the rules set
by the administration, they are often only
able to speak about the controversial inside
the language used by the rule givers.

Student Handbooks

Discourse on Touch

Past literature on content and discourse
analysis of school rules has focused on
“zero tolerance policies,” dress codes, and
the expected responsibilities of students
(Raby, 2005, p.72). Within the context of
public high schools, zero tolerance policies
function by suspending or expelling
students for first time offenses. These
efforts are often established in an attempt
to mitigate fighting and other forms of
violence (Raby, 2005, p. 72). Brady (2008)
has examined the high school as a culture.
Students participate with artifacts and
rites of passage, and many systems of
beliefs and values are laid down for the
student to comply and obey; additionally,
axiomatic assumptions are deeply imbued
into the minds of parents, students, and
administrations that are rarely challenged
and even more rarely noted as present.
Brady uses the term “mini-societies” to
describe this social organization and notes
that since students are required to spend
a large amount of their teenage years in
high school, their success depends on how
much they value the culture of the high
school. Additionally, since high schools are
not formed within a vacuum, but instead
exist as a smaller part of a larger society,
students view their high school experience
as a microcosm of what they may see after
they have left that institution (Raby, 2007).
Raby’s ethnographies with students have

In the 1920s, American advice
manuals on raising children began to
advise parents against spoiling their
children to avoid having them become
“sissies” or too effeminate. One manual
read, “Never hug and kiss them. Never let
them sit on your lap. If you must, kiss them
on the head when they say goodnight.
Shake hands with them in the morning.
A manual by Watson read, “Give them
a pat on the head if they have made an
extraordinarily good job of a difficult task”
(as cited in Heller, 1997). A 1935 article
within an issue of The New York Times
serves as a good example of news that was
brought to the public about the topic of
touch. The first paragraph reads, “The
latest bulletin from the child-study front
completely destroys ancient legends about
mother’s darling and teacher’s pet. Kisses
and hugs, at least in the home, do not turn
little boys into sissies. On the contrary,
they induce a state of ferocity which makes
the tiny victims go out into the world and
attack other little children.” This article
was under a larger section called “Topics
of The Times,” which included other
factual stories with humorous spins and
quips. At the end of this specific piece, the
author jokes that in order to create a kind
and loving society, people should resort
to beating their children more, just as the
ancient Spartans did. The article was not
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simply news, but overtly entertainment and
opinion as well. Important within the first
paragraph of this article, is the mentioning
that prior legends and discussions about
hugging and kissing children existed prior
to its own publication; this suggests that
these discussions took place long before
this was published. The dialogue about
young people and touch is not a new one,
but decisions were often left up to the
parents on how to bestow meanings about
touch. With the possibility those students’
touching behaviors will be regulated by a
public entity, the dialogue takes on a new
perspective. Due to the importance of
touch in human life, this debate holds great
repercussions.
Biological and Psychological
Consequences of Touch
Harry Harlow’s (1958) particularly
famous study, on the “affection or love
responses in neonatal and infant primates,”
is one of the most commonly cited pieces
of literature on touch. In the study, rhesus
macaque monkeys repeatedly chose
pleasant tactile sensation over feeding.
Only after continual exposure to this tactile
experience did monkeys feel confident
to be able to independently venture
out and expose themselves to unknown
objects. Harlow remarked, “These data
make it obvious that contact comfort is a
variable of overwhelming importance in
the development of affection response,
whereas lactation is a variable of negligible
importance” (Harlow, 1958).
Harlow
concluded that touch rather than feeding,
bonds infant to caregiver. This was one of
the first pieces of social scientific evidence
that demonstrated the significance of
touch in human life. Later studies, like
those of Carlson and Earls (1997) showed
that there was not only a psychological
bonding mechanism between infant and
caregiver, but that haptic stimulation
actually had a significant impact on the
physiology of both mother and child’s
bodies.
The kinesthetic stimulation
benefited both mother and child, causing
neurotransmitters to induce pleasure
sensations in both. For the infant, the
tactile stimulation actually fosters growth
and development. Without the sensation
of touch, children in this study were
shown to have died, even with appropriate

nutrition and hygiene regimens.
Ashley Montagu’s Touching: The
Human Significance of Skin is a core piece
of literature that grounds the necessity
for human touch in a very scientific and
culturally meaningful way. He aims to
show how deep communicative meaning is
gained by participating in acts of friendly
and loving touch. Unfortunately, many
cultures, including America, see touch
as a sense that has little impact on their
lives. Montagu (1986) shows that the most
meaningful relationships are established
through those that participate in friendly
and loving touch. It is also the case that
tactile stimulation with other people
actually helps to create more independent
and self-sustaining beings (Zur, 2011).
These people can thrive as autonomous
subjects and as social participants through
proper touch habits. A culture that
conceptualizes touch as friendly and loving
and that, in turn, participates in touch has
the capacity to gain pleasant consistent
meanings across the entirety of its people.
Although touch plays a large role in
sexual and violent conduct, in primates it
usually functions in a social way. Montagu
writes that “tender loving care” seems
to be one of the most important forms
of communication in both animals and
humans, for children and adults. For
developing adolescents, caring touch is
particularly important. A large body of
research has shown that touch-deprived
adolescents have a greater attitude and
tolerance for violence as well as physical
violence than those who are touched
in friendly ways at a higher frequency
(Field, 2002).
Additionally, teenagers
who participate in more frequent or
recent friendly touch are shown to
be much more empathetic with those
around them. Because of this, they tend
to work better in group activities like
sports. Neurotransmitters like oxytocin
(which is often described as the “cuddle”
or “empathy” hormone) serotonin and
dopamine (known partially for pleasure
stimulation) all act to biologically facilitate
a more connected and happy person when
experiencing friendly touch.
Meaning of Touch
Meanings of touching and touch
frequency both have high degrees

of cultural relativity. Edward T. Hall
(1959) was perhaps the first to formalize
and document large-scale differences
in
differing
cultures’
nonverbal
communication. Hall discovered that
Americans tend to have very large personal
space areas; many businessmen in the
1950s did not like others to be near them,
let alone close to them. Additionally, he
realized these conceptions about personal
space and touch participated in a broader
context. These understandings of the
world came with meanings in the world.
Touch perceptions participate in a cultural
context that changes the environment of
those who participate in it. Any talk about
touch or any act of touching another
person is established within and is part of
a context of meaning that permeates an
entire cultural environment.
Erving Goffman (1974) brings this
down to a social level of how persons
experience meaning in interpersonal
communication. He argues that each
interaction includes a “definition of the
situation” by those who are participating.
Goffman writes that this definition is
“almost always to be found, but those who
are in the situation ordinarily do not create
this definition, even though their society
often can be said to do so; ordinarily, all
they do is to assess correctly what the
situation ought to be for them and then
act accordingly” (Goffman, 1974, pp. 1-2).
Goffman argues that meanings we have
are generated from normalized contexts
and not necessarily from a solid, grounded
source. Instead, people apply the frames
of contexts they remembered to every
situation. In the interpersonal realm of
touch, people will apply the contexts of
meanings to each and every individual
instance of touch. Meanings of touch,
then, are wholly dependent on those who
are applying the frames to each situation.
Touching holds a unique place in
interpersonal communication because the
act of touch, on its own, cannot denote
meaning (Bateson, 1972). A touch just is
what it is until someone gives meaning to
it. Once it has been given meaning, one
can both experience the meaning of the
touch and then Meta-communicate about
the touch as well. People’s experience
of the meaning of a touch and their
conception of touch (abstractly or in one’s

sightline) may be intertwined but still
vastly different. One may need to verbally
express intended meaning for a mutual
understanding of a touching situation.
Though cross-cultural miscommunication
about touch is to be expected, members of
the same society can suffer from confusion
or misunderstanding about a particular
touch or kind of touching. Conventions
of touch are continuously changing in
societies. One example is the late 19th
century American conceptual swing to view
same-sex touching as erotic, contrasted
with its previous banality or friendly
expression (D’Emilio & Freedman, 1988).
Within many cultures, the discussion to
disambiguate touch is taboo, or at the very
least, poorly valued.
Even though many see touch as
something that carries inherent meaning,
this is not the case. Contextual frameworks
always change with the relationship
between the two communicators, the
broader cultural environment, and the
present situation. For instance, if I say “A
man shoved a boy so hard that the boy flew
15 feet and broke his ankle,” most people
will initially interpret the statement as
a description of a violent and angry act.
However, if the frame is made broader
and I say that the boy was pushed out of
the way of a vehicle, the push does not
seem violent, but rather loving and heroic.
For example, if was to touch another
person’s pelvic region, it may seem to
many as inherently sexual; however, if
the frame is once again expanded to show
that the touch is taking place in a doctor’s
office during a medical examination, the
meaning of touch changes, even though
the body parts involved do not. These are
very abstract examples meant to engage
individuals in the idea that no actual
touch takes place outside of a context and
therefore a particular kind of touch will
only participate in a meaning because of
the context in which it resides. Like all
other forms of human communication,
the meaning of the content is dependent
and greatly influenced by the context it
participates in.
Meaning and Practice in America
People of Anglo-Saxon origin are
placed low on a continuum of touch while
those of Latin, Mediterranean, and third
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world heritage tend to place on the high
end (Zur, 2011). American adolescents
have been shown to touch each other far
less than their French counterparts (Field,
2002).
The general western culture,
especially that of Americans, tends to
put an overwhelming importance on
notions of autonomy, independence,
and privacy. Additionally, the traditional
dualistic Western mind-body or mentalphysical split has led people to separate the
importance of their own bodies in their
mind, even though the studies of Harlow
have shown this not to be the case. This
has played itself out in our culture by
restricting interpersonal touching to an
absolute minimum. These low levels of
touching correlate with the importance
that Americans place on touching in their
daily lives. The cultural perception of
touch as a banal act of little importance has
also reduced the perceived communicative
value of touch. Even though touch has
the potential to communicate in the most
powerful and intimate (albeit ambiguous)
ways possible, it has been all but removed
from the American repertoire as a way to
connect with members of society.
The loss of touch in interpersonal
situations creates a feedback that reinforces
the sexual and violent concepts of touch
in culture. Some religious denominations
that have a highly restrictive view of all
forms of touch serve as grounding for
this school of thought. Philosopher St.
Thomas Aquinas, in his Summa Theological,
often references touch as a thing to be
avoided because of its sexual nature and
its potential for sinfulness. Contributing
to this avoidance of touch in the Catholic
Church is the recent scandals within
the last 20 years involving members of
the priesthood and the molestation of
children. Because of the widespread
presence of Catholicism it is likely that
these events have had a worldwide
influence on the avoidance of touch as an
interpersonal act of communication (Zur,
2011). Unfortunately, the effort to shun
violence and make sexuality taboo (Taylor,
2012) seems to fuel a culture full of people
who are fearful of physical contact.
Several feminist scholars have asserted
that due to patriarchal values and inherent
differences in power between men and
women, most, if not all touch by males of
8
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females has a disempowering effect on the
woman. Nancy Henley’s Body Politics is an
example of this type of thinking. Henley
frames touch as a power device used as a
means of control. The perception of touch
as a mainly or inherently power-grabbing
communication form has caused many
to view touch in a sexual and dominance
based frame that downplays the important
non-manipulative usages of touch in
developing and maintaining interpersonal
and societal relationships. This idea that
even non-sexual touch is part of a largely
power-structured cultural convention that
inevitably leads to sexual or violent touch
serves to reinforce the concept and practice
of touch as a sexual or violent act, and
further divides touch from its capacity for
meaningful and important communication
between individuals.
Methodology
This project utilizes a textual analysis
of high school rules in order to explore
how traditional public high school
student handbooks and codes of conduct
participate in crafting a vision of what
“touch” means in public high schools.
Using data from Market Data
Retrieval (MDR) Michigan School
Directory 2011-2012, the population of
“traditional public high schools” from
six Michigan counties, were collected for
evaluation: Kent, Macomb, Muskegon,
Oakland, Ottawa, and Wayne.
The
criteria for being considered a “traditional
public high school” are as follows: 1. The
school must terminate after 12th grade
(i.e., must not end after 11th, 10th, or
9th grades). 2. The school must not be
considered an “alternative” school; these
institutions often approach school policies
in a way that differs from the mainstream
educational systems and this may skew the
analysis of the handbooks. 3. The school
must not be considered a “charter” school;
these schools may not be subjected to the
same public expectations to which typical
public schools react. 4. The school must
be publicly funded; private schools are
not necessarily influenced by the public
and religious schools will have non-secular
expectations and regulations that serve
to complicate the analysis. 5. The school
must be within Kent, Macomb, Muskegon,
Oakland, Ottawa, or Wayne counties

in the state of Michigan. The state of
Michigan was chosen to evaluate an area
that offered a variety of school sizes and
funding levels. The counties chosen offer
diversity in a wide range of demographical
areas:
race,
political
preference,
population size, urban/rural cultures, and
socioeconomic statuses. This wide range
of differences offers the opportunity to
find commonalities in school policies even
though the schools themselves exist in very
different communities. Even with the large
amount of diversity in Michigan, the study
still has demographical limitations that
must be taken into account. Each school
is listed in Appendix A.
Administrators have several names
for the guides that house all of the student
policies. The text can be called a “code
of conduct,” “parent/student handbook”
or “student handbook” or a combination
of those terms. Sometimes guides use
“handbook” in the title and then refer to
the “code of conduct” as a part of the
handbook; likewise some named “code
of conduct” will refer to use the phrase
“handbook” when referencing itself.
When coded for these differing titles, the
texts showed no significant or consistent
differences in form or content. Because of
this, the remainder of this paper will refer
to the texts as “handbooks” or “student
handbooks” for the sake of clarity and
consistency.
All rules involving any sort of touching
in the handbooks was analyzed, focusing
on those rules that specifically address
student-to-student touching. These were
then subdivided into different types of
touching (e.g., friendly, banal, violent,
sexual) and evaluated for commonalities
with all the other handbooks in the group.
The remainder of the paper evaluates the
themes that emerged in the analysis and
the broader implication of these themes
and the discourses in which they reside.
Analysis
In regards to touch, the analysis of
the high school handbooks revealed the
ways in which high school handbooks
communicate about touch.
The
patterns,
language,
and
presentation of the school rules attend to
touch in two primary ways. Whenever a

handbook references touch (directly or
indirectly), it is either approached as a
violent/intrusive act or a sexual/romantic
expression. Each conception of touch is
not only attended to separately, but often
also intersect with each other. While
the word “fighting” references touch
as a strictly violent act and a word like
“indecency” seems to reference a strictly
sexual expression, the phrase “sexual
assault” provides an example of the
fusion of the two concepts. Additionally,
although violent touch and intrusive touch
seem to be interrelated, they are not the
same. This is also true with sexual touch
and romantic touch. Some manuscripts
differentiate between these similar concepts
while others do not. While many of the
manuals show incredible consistency in that
they address these conceptions of touch,
they are diverse in their interpretations
and elucidations of how sexual, intrusive,
violent, and romantic conceptions of touch
participate in interplay with each other.
In each case, the handbook encourages
or discourages certain behaviors from
students.
Almost all of the student handbooks
and codes of conduct studied provide
both prohibitions and responsibilities for
students. These are usually divided into
separate sections, although this is not
always the case. While a prohibitive section
might say, “Tardiness is not acceptable,”
a responsibility-oriented section could
read “Students are expected in class
on time.” The topic of touch is almost
exclusively referenced in the prohibitive
sections of the documents. Although

there are a few examples of address
within a “responsibilities” section, these
still seem to address touch as something
that is prohibited, or at the very least, as
something that one must refrain from doing.
In both cases, almost all touch in
the handbooks can be seen as an act
that encroaches upon the sanctity of
another human being. Touch is posed as
if it is inherently intrusive (as opposed to
participative or social). Another theme
uncovered was the sexualization both of
touch and affection. Many handbooks
identified touch (very broadly) as a sexual
or romantic act that was worthy of shaming
and punishment; often these handbooks
would cite suspension or expulsion as a
possible consequence. Another theme
is the failure to identify what kind of
touch is permissible; this is in contrast
to rules about mobile phones, food, and
dress codes, which restrict action but also
delineate what is allowed (i.e., many gray
areas of definition exist in this context).
Finally, each handbook uses language that
attempts to define concepts for students
in an authoritative way. Words like
“must” and “required” appear frequently,
informing students of what is expected of
them in the school. These remove much of
the ambiguity out of what might normally
be de facto rules and understandings; they
appear as places of meaning from which
to reference.
Defining and Prohibiting Touch for
Students
Often, the student handbooks attempt

to define what a particular touch means.
The texts however, do not always use
explicit or specialized language to define
concepts. For instance, the word “touch”
(and forms like “touching,” “touched,”
etc.) is mentioned in less than half of the
handbooks examined. When it is used,
“touch” frequently serves to define words
in the context of offenses. Touch is almost
exclusively seen within these definitions of
what is wrong to do in the high school. It
is most consistently used in a broad context
of defining violent or violating touch.
Terms like “assault” or “battery”
are concepts that frequently use the word
“touch” in order to define their meaning.
These offenses carry heavy penalties; they
frequently used “zero tolerance policies”
to govern these acts, often suspending or
expelling a student on the first offense.
Because these rules hold immense
consequences for students if broken, the
capacity to shape meaning and action
is great. An example from one of the
handbooks serves as model for how many
of the other handbooks use touch as a
defining word:
Exhibit 1
(Allen Park High School, Wayne
County)
This definition serves to identify the
criteria for the offense of battery. In this
example, the initial text suggests that
any “willful touching” against the wishes
of another person can be considered a
form of battery. It then lists examples
of what these types of willful touch may
be. This serves as concrete examples of

Exhibit 1
38. Battery

A battery is defined as the willful touching
of another person without his/her
consent (i.e., pushing, shoving, kicking,
hitting, pinching, biting, spitting, ect.).

Three (3) days up to expulsion.
Administration reserves the right to assign a
penalty that is proportionate to the severity
of the situation. Please see Code of Conduct
for further clarification.

(Allen Park High School, Wayne County)
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what qualifies as an “offense” against the
student code of rules. All of the acts listed
may clearly cause harm to another person
(even though one does not necessarily need
to harm another individual according to
the definition) and the modifier “willful”
insures that accidental touch that may be
harmful or unwanted does not convict
students who are not at fault.
Additionally, words like assault and
battery are used within culture as signs
of serious crimes that extend beyond
the schoolyard. The example below
uses the word “fighting” to convey
meaning about serious violent content:
Exhibit 2
(Mona Shores High School, Muskegon)
Although this acts as a descriptor and
definer of what is prohibited at this
particular school, it serves mostly as a
framing device that acts of violence are
a big deal and deserve enough attention
to threaten police action against those
committing the offense.
While touch is often used to define
types of violent acts, “public displays of
affection” and other words and phrases
Exhibit 2

(Mona Shores High School, Muskegon)

Exhibit 3

(Armada High School, Macomb County)
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associated with sexuality and romance
are often found to be objects of definition
in student handbooks.
Here, touch
can be talked about both broadly and
narrowly. Some handbooks use phrases
like “inappropriate touching” or “sexual
touch” when defining such terms. Below
is an example from one of the handbooks
used to define a concept with the word
touch:
Exhibit 3
(Armada
County)

High

School,

Macomb

This example uses the phrase
“physical touching” as a subtype of the
broader concept “Public Display of
Affection,” thereby defining all types
of touch as inherently affectionate.
The words “embracing” and “physical
touching” can both be seen as affectionate,
yet still non-sexual. Words like these serve
to ambiguously frame touch; much of this
ambiguity can be seen as meaning friendly
affection. However, the phrases “groping”
and “oral contact” make clear suggestions
about romantic or sexual intent. Tying
all four of these phrases together under
the term “public display of affection”

serves to separate the meanings from their
own individual nuance and categorizes
all of these acts as “offenses” against the
school’s code of conduct. This particular
line does not seek to only define “public
display of affection” within the context
of schools; it also seeks to prescribe to
students how they should feel about
themselves if they participate in these
kinds of acts. Additionally this policy
suggests the students participating in the
“public display of affection” are willfully
showing these acts to others. The word
display suggests that students are making
the act an exhibition. But once again, the
text exudes certainty.
The student handbook then tries
to shame the students about their touch
practices, suggesting that the performance
of touching someone else will serve to
“embarrass” those who are involved. The
rule steps outside simple rights, wrongs,
and punishments and, with certainty,
asserts that the performance of touching
someone else will serve to “embarrass”
those who are involved. Since this
“physical touching” can be viewed as all
types of touch, a friendly hug can now be

framed as an act that embarrasses both the
participants and the by-standers. This is a
clear attempt to shape the meaning of all
touch as something to be avoided. This is
a recurring theme within many of the texts
where students are told to feel guilty about
touching. The administration’s exertion
of power over students in order to shape
the young pupils into acceptable societal
members is consistent with past studies of
power in high school hierarchies (Raby,
2005; Brady, 2008).
The previous examples have been
mostly definitional and have only given
peripheral meanings for the students to
understand and work with. One instance
where this statement of meaning is more
explicit illustrates that some handbooks do
not simply imply meaning. The excerpt is
below:
Exhibit 4
(Chippewa Valley
Macomb County)

High

School,

The particularly important part
of this example is the statement that
affection is not meant for public places.
It does not simply say that it is disallowed
or prohibited, but instead insists that
affectionate acts have a particular meaning
that does not include personal things. Like
the previous policy, this rule suggests that
there is an intentional display and that
affection is sexual in nature. Additionally,
the very title of the offense is “Indecency/
Displays of affection.” This title now

identifies acts of affection as vulgar and
even offensive. A friendly or loving gesture
is now worthy of a punishment as harsh
as a suspension or expulsion. Although this
one is explicit and coarse, not all of the
guides take this hard-line approach against
displaying affection in schools. In fact, a
few handbooks actually specifically point
out what kinds of touch are acceptable in
a school context.

in their recognition of what is acceptable
within the context of schools. This
example still addresses touch and affection
as romantic. Romance is overlooked (at a
relatively low level) and any mention of
friendly touch is omitted.

Ottawa

The prior samples serve as exemplars
for the majority of handbooks. They have
listed touch as violent and sexual and
identified them as such. The latest example
shows that romantic touch, identified as
“affection,” may be acceptable to some
very limited degree, touch is still only
framed as a romantic display. However, a
few of the handbooks do not make direct
address of touch as sexual or violent.
Instead, they ambiguously refer to touch
and refrain from making clear exactly
why a certain touch, or any touch at all,
is deemed as acceptable, unacceptable, or
acceptable to a degree.

This serves as an exception to the
general tendency to omit the mention
of a positive kind of touch.
This
example actually allows for students to
participate in some form of limited touch.
Interestingly, this does not address touch
as friendly. Holding hands, within the
broader American cultural perception, is
generally regarded as an act of romance.
In this case, it is not the romance itself that
is prohibited, but instead it is the amount
of affection shown that has limits put upon
it. This school’s rules use a difference of
degree as opposed to a difference of kind

One example of this is in the 20112012 Northville High School Handbook.
A section of the document, which is
identified as the “Northville High School
Positive Behavior Matrix,” generally uses
language that aims to support positive
behaviors.
The handbook says that
this section of the student handbook is
“designed to teach respect, responsibility
and safety at school.” Although this
“matrix” approach is unique, it is like
many of the other manuals by the form in
which it encourages positive behaviors by
means of listed recommendations. In this
example, the handbooks list ways to “Value

Proscriptive and Allowable Forms
of Touch
The next excerpt stands out for its
unique perspective on the phrase “public
display of affection.” In this case, the
handbook does not take the approach to
prohibit all forms of touch or affection.
Exhibit 5
(Allendale
County)

High

School,

Exhibit 4

(Chippewa Valley High School, Macomb County)

Exhibit 5

(Allendale High School, Ottawa County)
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Safety,” “Value Others,” and “Value Self ”
each in reference to some school activity
(e.g., Arrival and Departure, Hallway,
Classroom), listing expected behaviors
in each of the crossed lists. Some of the
bullet points from this specific section of
the Northville document are listed below:
• “Encourage and support others”
-(Value Others in Classroom)
• “Use positive supportive language”
-(Value Others in Classroom)
• “Walk through hallways” -(Value
Safety in Hallway)
• “Keep your space clean and clear”
-(Value Safety in Cafeteria)
• “Represent Northville High School
in a positive manner” -(Value Self in
Extra-Curricular Activities)
• “Participate and remain attentive”
-(Value Self in Classroom)
Each of the behaviors listed are
understood to make a student a better
and safer member of the society that the
student acts within. Additionally, the
handbook seeks to encourage positive
behaviors rather than simply address and
prohibit negative ones. The handbook
identifies further rules (such as prohibitions,
punishments, and further guidelines for
students) later in the text. Of the fortyfour points in the matrix that encourage
positive behaviors, only one is a clear
reference to touching in school:
• “Keep hands to yourself ” -(Value
Others in Hallway)
In this example, students are
encouraged to refrain from touching
others. The specific phrase “keep your
hands to yourself ” is often uttered to
children as a way to tell them that they
must refrain from touching other people
(although this is usually intended to prevent
the child from annoyance behaviors as
opposed to all touch); nonetheless there is a
broad statement that one should not touch
others. This behavior recommendation
does not strictly identify any act of
touching as sexual, romantic, or violent;
instead the handbooks indiscriminately
suggests that all touch is in some form
intrusive and makes no claim that in
some cases it is okay for students to reach
out to others on a physical level. It does
not seek to support any positive touch
12
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behaviors that might foster encouragement
or friendship between students. The only
way listed to encourage other students (in
this handbook and the majority of others)
is through the use of positive language.
The “language” here is very obviously in
reference to spoken word and not “The
Silent Language” spoken about by Edward
T. Hall and so many other communication
scholars; this is the language of nonverbal
communication, which of course includes
haptic communication.
Discussion
The American high school handbook
contains great implications for both
students in high schools and the larger
discourse about touch in America (and
cultures like it). In the Clarkston High
School student handbook the phrase,
“A student shall not engage in conduct
that is contrary to commonly recognized
standards of decency and behavior,”
appears as a guideline for students to
follow. Most of the other handbooks also
acknowledged larger, broadly accepted
norms as the guiding factors for student
behavior. Raby (2012) argues that this is
common within westernized societies like
Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. The primary
and secondary educational institutions
tend to draw upon the culturally
dominant perspective and apply rules
and expectations that will aim to prepare
students for citizenship. Although the
handbooks give a unique and open look
into the discourse of the particular culture
in which they reside, they stand as evidence
of the dominant conceptions about touch.
The student handbooks’ prescribed
conception of touch both contributes
to and is largely formed by the larger
American discourse. These handbooks
self-admittedly serve as cultural training
grounds for adulthood. In fact, they serve
as the most formalized way to acculturate
adolescents and children, surrounding
them with peers of the exact same rights
and responsibilities that they have (Raby,
2012). In the context of touch, the public
high school serves an extremely important
purpose because it is cultural setting that
holds so many interpersonal opportunities
for learning to communicate with other
people. If students are imbued with

interpersonal notions that touching is
only important or meaningful in certain
situations, they may only participate in
touch when those situations arise. The
analysis of the handbooks has shown that
the attitudes about touching within high
schools serve to sexualize touch or make
it violent. The failure to address friendly
and loving touch mars students’ capacities
to communicate with others through touch.
It is very likely that the low rate of
touching among Americans (Zur, 2011)
and American teenagers specifically (Field,
2002) is related to the cultural conventions
as sexual and violent. Field’s research has
shown that American teenagers, who
participate in touching behaviors far less
than French teenagers, shows that those
who experience low levels of touch are
more irritable and become more aggressive
and violent. The aggressive behavior was
quelled after students received a massage.
When a small amount of friendly non-sexual
touch is given to students they become less
violent and friendlier themselves. Rather
than wanting to completely avoid touch,
students seem to express themselves through
touch in a violent way. The conception
that individuals would rather feel pain than
nothing at all seems to manifest itself here;
furthermore it’s supported by the research
of Montagu (1986) and Harlow.
Haptic stimulation is crucial to the
growth and development as an infant.
When one matures, the biological necessity
for touch wanes, but desirability remains
very high. To deny students the ability to
touch, or to contribute to a discourse that
only views touch as a violent or sexual act,
restricts students from natural ways of
reaching out to others. Montagu’s research
(1986) shows that people maintain their
desire to touch and be touched throughout
their lifetime. Although this can manifest
itself in sexual and violent ways, the
friendly or loving touch holds great
capacity for creating happiness. Research
has shown that those who participate in
more touch have higher levels of happiness
and experience more empathy. This is
often associated with the oxytocin and
serotonin neurotransmitters released when
participating in a friendly or loving touch.
Additionally, stress levels and the cortisol
hormone that is associated with stress are
greatly reduced when given friendly touch.

The majority of handbooks generally
make a statement that all touch is to be
viewed with a jaded eye, not unlike that
of Henley’s (1977) warnings about touch.
This attitude however, does not allow for
the vulnerability necessary to connect with
other human beings on a deep interpersonal
level. Restricting friendly, non-sexual, nonviolent touch does not serve to create better,
self-sustaining citizens (Zur, 2011). It drives
people apart. Reduced friendly touching
means reduced empathy and, in turn,
reduced understanding between people. If
communication is shared meanings across
time, then touch promotes empathetic
behaviors that allow people to feel what
their fellow others are feeling. Because of
the vulnerability, the emergent empathy,
and the felt present moment experienced
when participating in touch, people often
experience touch as the deepest and most
meaningful form of communication.
Montagu’s Touching repeatedly asserts
that relationships are strengthened by
large amounts of friendly and loving
touch. Extending from infancy to old
age, haptic stimulation plays its part as
the most profound and wonderful form of
connecting with others. Deprivation from
friendly interpersonal touch has been shown
to result in depression, anxiety, stress, and
loneliness (Montagu, 1986). The message
of the handbooks, and ultimately of the
discourse in which they exist, do not seem to
support these kinds of acts of touch. While
they prescribe many behaviors to students,
they do not encourage the friendly type of
communication that could be potentially
expressed through hugs.
In Thomas’s (2007) What Schools Ban
and Why, schools are shown to normally
disregard what students think about rules
and instead only promote to students what
those rules are. Seldom are students given
good explanations or justifications for rules
or prescribed behaviors. Thomas suggests
that issues as controversial as that of touch
in schools should be carefully researched by
teachers and brought before administrators,
teachers, parents and students. When
students are given good reason for a rule
or understand why it is in place, they are
shown to appreciate the entire situation
much better (Raby, 2007). In this situation,
students will have the ability to voice
their opinions about touch and have a

conversation about what touch can mean.
As useful as this type of talk might be,
however, discussion of touch needs to go
beyond simple rule-setting.
Because of the malleability of
meaning that touching presents, a larger
cultural discourse on how people conceive
of touch needs to be taken up. A society
that participates in frequent friendly or
loving touch is one that can experience
empathy and recognize the feelings of
others. As so many decry sex and violent
mass media, they fail to recognize and
participate in the type of touch that
promotes kindness. While they aim to
destroy a supposed poison, they suffer from
an insidious malnourishment of the body.
Touch can be learned and interpreted in so
many different ways, but American culture
usually fails to understand it as a primarily
social communication act. Discourse on
the benefits of touch and social movements
like the “Free Hugs Campaign” contribute
to the cultural discourse that makes touch
more acceptable and pleasant.
For the time being however, high
school students are restricted from
understanding or participating in
friendly acts of communication with
their peers. This restriction serves little
good and succeeds in harming them
both physiologically and psychologically.
The prohibitions against touch have the
capacity to stay with students long after
they leave the classrooms and hallways.
Until the schools engage in an open an
educated dialogue about the roles of
students, public schools, and touching, the
same cultural conventions will continue to
reinforce them.
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Appendix A:
Complete List of Traditional Public High Schools Listed Alphabetically by School District
County					District					High School Name
Wayne				

Allen Park Public Schools				

Allen Park

Ottawa				Allendale Public Schools				Allendale
Macomb				Anchor Bay School District			Anchor Bay
Macomb				Armada Area Schools				Armada
Oakland				

Avondale School District				

Avondale

Oakland				

Berkley School District				

Berkley

Oakland				

Birmingham School District			

Groves

Oakland				

Birmingham School District			

Seaholm

Oakland				

Bloomfield Hills Public Schools			

Andover

Oakland				

Bloomfield Hills Public Schools			

International Academy Central

Oakland				

Bloomfield Hills Public Schools			

Lahser

Oakland				

Brandon School District				

Brandon

Kent				Byron Center Public Schools			Byron Center
Kent				Caledonia Community Schools			Caledonia
Kent 				

Cedar Springs Public Schools 			

Cedar Springs

Macomb				Center Line Public Schools			Center Line
Macomb				Chippewa Valley Schools				Chippewa Valley
Macomb				

Chippewa Valley Schools				

Dakota

Wayne				Clarenceville School District			Clarenceville
Oakland				

Clarkston Community Schools			

Clarkston

Oakland				

Clawson Public Schools				

Clawson

Macomb				Clintondale Community Schools			Clintondale
Kent				

Comstock Park Public Schools			

Comstock Park

Ottawa				Coopersville Area Public Schools			Coopersville
Wayne				Crestwood School District				Crestwood
Wayne				

Dearborn Heights School District #7		

Annapolis

Wayne				Dearborn Public Schools				Dearborn
Wayne				Dearborn Public Schools				Edsel Ford
Wayne				Dearborn Public Schools				Fordson
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Cass Tech
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Central
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Cody College Prep
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Communication & Media Arts
Wayne				

Detroit Public Schools				

Crockett

Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Davis Aerospace
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Denby
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Detroit School of Arts
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Finney
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Ford
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Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Kettering
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				King
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Mumford
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Northwestern
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Osborn-Global Comm/Culter
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Pershing
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Renaissance
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Southeastern
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Southwestern
Wayne				Detroit Public Schools				Western International
Macomb				East Detroit Public Schools			East Detroit
Kent				

East Grand Rapids Public Schools			

East Grand Rapids

Wayne				Ecorse Public Schools				Ecorse
Oakland				

Farmington Public Schools			

Farmington

Oakland				

Farmington Public Schools			

Harrison

Oakland				

Farmington Public Schools			

North Farmington

Oakland				

Ferndale Public Schools				

Ferndale

Oakland				

Ferndale Public Schools				

University

Macomb				Fitzgerald Public Schools				Fitzgerald
Wayne				

Flat Rock Community Schools			

Flat Rock

Kent				Forest Hills Public Schools				Central
Kent				Forest Hills Public Schools				Eastern
Kent				Forest Hills Public Schools				Northern
Macomb				Fraser Public Schools				Fraser
Muskegon				

Fruitport Community Schools			

Fruitport

Wayne				Garden City Public Schools			Garden City
Wayne				Gibraltar Schools					Carlson
Kent				Godfrey-Lee Public Schools			Lee
Kent				Godwin Heights Public Schools			Godwin Heights
Ottawa				

Grand Haven Area Public Schools			

Grand Haven

Kent				Grand Rapids Public Schools			Central
Kent				Grand Rapids Public Schools			Creston
Kent				Grand Rapids Public Schools			Ottawa Hills
Kent				Grand Rapids Public Schools			Union
Kent				Grandville Public Schools				Grandville
Wayne				Grosse Ile Schools				Gross Ile
Wayne				Grosse Point Public Schools			North
Wayne				Grosse Point Public Schools			South
Wayne				

Hamtramck School District			

Hamtramck

Wayne				Harper Woods School District			Harper Woods
Oakland				

Hazel Park Schools				

Hazel Park

Wayne				

Highland Park Schools				

Highland Park

Ottawa				Holland Public Schools				Holland
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Oakland				

Holly Area Schools				

Holly

Muskegon				

Holton Public Schools				

Holton

Ottawa				Hudsonville Public Schools			Hudsonville
Wayne				Huron School District				Huron
Oakland				

Huron Valley Schools				

International Academy West

Oakland				

Huron Valley Schools				

Lakeland

Oakland				

Huron Valley Schools				

Milford

Wayne				

Inkster Public Schools				

Inkster

Ottawa				Jenison Public Schools				Jenison
Kent				Kelloggsville Public Schools			Kelloggsville
Kent				Kenowa Hills Public Schools			Kenowa Hills
Kent				Kent City Community Schools			Kent City
Kent				Kentwood Public Schools				East Kentwood
Oakland				

Lake Orion Community Schools			

Lake Orion

Macomb				

Lake Shore Public Schools				

Lake Shore

Macomb				

Lakeview Public Schools				

Lakeview

Oakland				

Lamphere Schools				

Lamphere

Macomb				L’anse Creuse Public Schools			HS North
Macomb				L’anse Creuse Public Schools			L’anse Creuse
Wayne				

Lincoln Park Public Schools			

Lincoln Park

Wayne				Livonia Public Schools				Churchill
Wayne				

Livonia Public Schools				

Franklin

Wayne				Livonia Public Schools				Stevenson
Kent				Lowell Area Schools				Lowell
Oakland				

Madison Public Schools				

Madison

Wayne				

Melvindale-Northern Allen Park Schools		

Melvindale

Muskegon				

Mona Shores Public Schools			

Mona Shores

Muskegon				

Montague Area Public Schools			

Montague

Macomb				

Mount Clemens Community School District		

Mount Clemens

Muskegon				

Muskegon Heights Public Schools			

Muskegon Heights

Muskegon				

Muskegon Public Schools				

Muskegon

Macomb				New Haven Community Schools			New Haven
Muskegon				

North Muskegon Schools				

North Muskegon

Kent				Northview Public Schools				Northview
Wayne				Northville Public Schools				Northville
Oakland				

Novi Community Schools				

Novi

Oakland				

Oak Park School District				

Oak Park

Muskegon				

Oakridge Public Schools				

Oakridge

Muskegon				

Orchard View Schools				

Orchard View

Oakland				

Oxford Community Schools			

Oxford

Wayne				Plymouth-Canton Community Schools		Canton
Wayne				Plymouth-Canton Community Schools		Plymouth		
Wayne				Plymouth-Canton Community Schools		Salem
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Oakland				

Pontiac School District					

Pontiac

Muskegon				

Ravenna Public Schools					

Ravenna

Wayne				Redford Union Schools					Redford Union
Muskegon				

Reeths-Puffer Public Schools				

Reeths-Puffer

Macomb				Richmond Community Schools				Richmond
Wayne				

River Rouge School District				

New Tech High Int’l Acad

Wayne				Riverview Community Schools				Riverview
Oakland				

Rochester Community Schools				

Adams

Oakland				

Rochester Community Schools				

Rochester

Oakland				

Rochester Community Schools				

Stoney Creek

Kent				

Rockford Public Schools					

Rockford

Macomb				Romeo Community Schools				Romeo
Wayne				Romulus Community Schools				Romulus
Macomb				Roseville Community Schools				Roseville
Oakland				

Royal Oak Public Schools					

Royal Oak

Macomb				

South Lake Schools					

South Lake

Oakland				

South Lyon Community Schools				

South Lyon

Oakland				

South Lyon Community Schools				

South Lyon East

Wayne				South Redford School District				Thurston
Oakland				

Southfield Public Schools					

Lathrup

Oakland				

Southfield Public Schools					

Southfield

Wayne				Southgate Community Schools				Anderson
Kent				Sparta Area Schools					Sparta
Ottawa				

Spring Lake Public Schools				

Spring Lake

Wayne				Taylor School District					Kennedy
Wayne				Taylor School District					Truman
Wayne				Trenton Public Schools					Trenton
Oakland				

Troy School District					

Athens

Oakland				

Troy School District					

Troy

Macomb				Utica Community Schools					Eisenhower
Macomb				Utica Community Schools					Henry Ford II
Macomb				Utica Community Schools					Stevenson
Macomb				Utica Community Schools					Utica
Wayne				Van Buren Public Schools					Belleville
Macomb				

Van Dyke Public Schools					

Lincoln

Oakland				

Walled Lake Consolidated Schools				

Central

Oakland				

Walled Lake Consolidated Schools				

Northern

Oakland				

Walled Lake Consolidated Schools				

Western

Macomb				Warren Consolidated Schools				Cousino
Macomb				Warren Consolidated Schools				Sterling Heights
Macomb				Warren Consolidated Schools				Warren Mott
Macomb				Warren Woods Public Schools				Tower
Oakland				

Waterford School District					

Kettering
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Oakland				

Waterford School District				

Mott

Wayne				Wayne-Westland Community Schools		John Glenn
Wayne				Wayne-Westland Community Schools		Wayne Memorial
Oakland				

West Bloomfield School District			

West Bloomfield

Ottawa				

West Ottawa Public Schools			

West Ottawa North

Ottawa				

West Ottawa Public Schools			

West Ottawa South

Wayne				Westwood Community Schools			Robichaud
Muskegon				

Whitehall District Schools				

Whitehall

Wayne				Woodhaven-Brownstown School District		Woodhaven
Wayne				Wyandotte Public Schools				Theodore Roosevelt
Kent				Wyoming Public Schools				Rogers
Kent				

Wyoming Public Schools				

Wyoming Park

Ottawa				Zeeland Public Schools				Zeeland East
Ottawa				Zeeland Public Schools				Zeeland West
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